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Oral History Interview with Carol and Ken Boyd
June 8, 2018
Conducted by Meg Miner, Illinois Wesleyan Archivist

00:01:11 – Ken and Carol Boyd introduce themselves
00:03:24 - Ken explaining what he did after his social work
00:05:52 - Carol explaining her work after having a child
00:06:17 - Carol and Ken talking about their retirements
00:07:47 - Carol talking about her children's careers
00:09:03 - Carol discussing their love for music
00:11:06 - Ken discussing his interest in electronics
00:25:50 - Carol discussing Tom Batell
00:29:35 - Carol and Ken talking about Carol's dissertation
00:35:51 - Carol discussing the religious programs she was involved with
00:41:58 - Ken talking about how they were not in the mainstream of the campus
00:43:55 - Ken discussing the lack of diversity
00:50:13 - Carol and Ken talking about involvement in the Argus
00:56:10 - Carol and Ken on why they went to Wesleyan and connection to the Methodist church
00:57:28 - Ken on his parents' educations
01:00:10 - Ken on his mechanical gifts
01:02:02 - Ken on Carol's parents' educations
01:07:30 - Ken on the importance of a liberal arts education

